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Today, companies can reach consumers in more ways 

than ever before. Our email inboxes and social media 

feeds are littered with adverts, promotions and click-

bait vying for our attention. Yet despite the rise of 

these digital marketing tools, our doormats are still 

landing pads for traditional printed marketing such as 

catalogues, restaurant menus and direct mail.

We are constantly targeted by online and real world marketing activities. 

Although these seem to inhabit separate spheres, email and direct mail 

marketing actually share some common principles. In both cases, their 

success relies on:

 » Having a well-defined list of recipients

 » The message arriving safely at its destination

 » The recipient opening the message

 » The recipient taking the desired action as a result

So, which should companies use to reach consumers? To answer that, we 

must first explore how effective each channel is at: (1) getting your message 

across, (2) driving recipients to take action, and (3) achieving a return on 

your investment.

Email may have been crowned as having the “maximum reach for minimal 

investment” by media, marketing and technology publication Social Media Week. 

However, in a climate where leading analyst firm The Radacti Group reports 

spam accounts for 84% of email, several email providers have introduced filters 

which divert phrases such as ‘special offer’ to junk folders. This may be a relief 

for users trying to spot personal correspondence amongst the barrage of 

unsolicited mail. However, this is bad news for email marketers, contributing to 

email delivery rates of around 50% as cited by US agency Chronos Marketing. If 

the message arrives, there’s also the question of whether the recipient opens it 

– with an average open rate of just 14.2% as calculated by The Direct Marketing 

Association (DMA). So, the reach of email is more limited than it first appears.

In comparison, Chronos Marketing calculates that direct mail has a delivery rate 

of 95% – 98%, plus an open rate of 91% as cited by direct marketing firm Romax. 

This high likelihood of delivery has been attributed to the long-established 

nature of the industry, with qualified and reliable contact lists easier and cheaper 

to obtain. In addition, direct mail does not need to overcome spam and junk mail 

filters before reaching its destination.

1. GETTING YOUR MESSAGE ACROSS

Spam accounts

for 84%of email
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These statistics show recipients are more likely to receive and open direct 

mail. Yet the benefits for marketers don’t end there. Research by Royal Mail 

says 39% of homes have a display area for mail and 23% of mail gets passed 

around the household.  This allows direct mail to take on a life of its own once 

within the household, potentially extending the sender’s reach beyond the 

intended recipient.

So, direct mail may be more reliable for getting your brand and message seen. 

However, these campaigns ultimately aim for the reader to do something – 

whether that’s sign-up for a mailing list, make a purchase, donate to a cause 

or complete a survey. So, to determine their success, we need to consider 

response rates.

Research by DMA identifies a response rate of 0.12% for email compared 

to 4.4% for direct mail. Naturally, these response rates rely on the message 

being received in the first place – so deliverability and open rates will impact 

whether the recipient then takes action. However, these figures suggest direct 

mail is over 35 times more successful in motivating the recipient to take 

action. 

So, what is it about direct mail that makes it so much more likely to drive 

action? Research from Bangor University points to our brains. A study 

explored how the brain reacts to printed material versus virtual stimuli. The 

results conclude that the ‘real’ experince of physical media is committed to 

our memory more strongly, generating a more emotional response. In turn, 

this delivers a more personal experience, motivating individuals to take action. 

This emotional aspect has also been documented in neuroscience studies 

by Royal Mail, in which 38% of people said the “physical properties of mail 

influence how they feel about the sender”.

Research by DMA 

identifies a response 

rate of 0.12% for 

email compared to 

4.4% for direct mail

PRODUCT NAME EMAIL DIRECT MAIL

Delivery Rate 50% 95%

Open Rate 14.2% 91%

The ‘real’ experience of physical media is committed to our memory more 

strongly, generating a more emotional response.

Research by Royal Mail says 39% of homes have a display area for mail and 

23% of mail gets passed around the household.

“

“

“

“

2. CALL TO ACTION
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Marketing campaigns by either channel require creative development, which 

necessitates hiring a skilled workforce with access to the correct equipment and 

training. In addition, email campaigns may require companies to purchase a contact 

list, and potentially use the services of a distribution partner to manage any large 

email campaigns, incurring fixed broadcast costs. Meanwhile, with direct mail there 

are costs associated with print, postage and using letter-shops. However, as a more 

established industry, direct mail data and distribution is typically more affordable. In 

either case, these expenses will be reducing the overall ROI of each channel – so it 

pays for companies to consider the costs they are taking on. 

To test the effectiveness of email marketing against direct mail, an American 

retailer conducted an experiment whereby it segmented members of its 

loyalty club database and targeted them with different marketing materials. 

One group received solely email, another just direct mail, and a final group 

received both. Compared to email, direct mail had the lead - achieving a 

higher average order value ($68.62 vs. $67.82) and spend per individual 

($16.39 vs. $15.71). Although these figures demonstrate direct mail driving 

better sales performance, in order to calculate the true return on investment 

(ROI), we need to take into account the costs associated with each activity.

When it comes to expenses, “a direct mail campaign can cost 50 to 100 

times more than an email marketing campaign, especially since for many 

email marketing campaigns, the only thing that it costs is time” according 

to inbound marketing agency, Impact. However, does email only cost time? 

Clearly, the physical printing and posting of direct mail costs more than 

clicking ‘send’ on an email, however there are hidden costs at play with both.

3. RETURN ON INVESTMENT

PRODUCT NAME EMAIL DIRECT MAIL

Response Rate 0.12% 4.4%

So, direct mail not only has the lead in terms of capturing the recipient’s 

attention, it is also more likely to drive them to action. However, with the 

cost of sending an email to one person arguably the same as sending it to 

100 people, perhaps marketers relying on this mass marketing tool aren’t 

concerned by low response rates as the initial pool is higher to start with. This 

means response rate may not be the best measure of success. Instead, we 

need to look at sales and return on investment.

The physical printing and posting of direct mail costs more than clicking 

‘send’ on an email, however there are hidden costs at play with both.“

“
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IT’S ALL IN THE MIX

Supporting the American retailer’s experiment, research by Royal Mail 

identifies a 10% increase in Sales performance when direct mail was included 

in a multi-channel marketing campaign. This is backed by fulfilment house 

Asendia, which reports consumers are more likely to engage with brands they 

hear about from multiple channels.

This multi-channel approach mirrors the way consumers interact with 

brands. Indeed, direct mail can be a stepping-stone which can lead users to 

engage with brands via social media and make online purchases. So, the way 

consumers interact with virtual and physical media may not be so detached. 

This is supported by DMA, which calculates that direct mail can drive 44% of 

recipients to visit the sender’s website.

In this climate, Jonathan Harman, MD of Royal Mail’s direct mail division, 

concludes, “We’re not advocating people stop using email, or other forms of 

digital marketing, it’s more that there’s a role for all of it.”

PRODUCT NAME EMAIL & DIRECT MAIL COMBINED

Increase in Sales Performance +10%

PRODUCT NAME EMAIL DIRECT MAIL

Return on Investment £38 per £1 £7 per £1

Industry body, The Direct Marketing Association cites a ROI of £38 for every 

£1 invested in email marketing, versus £7 per £1 for direct mail. This may 

provide a compelling case for marketers to favour email. However, we haven’t 

yet considered the results from the third group in the case study by the 

American retailer. The group which received the combination of email and 

direct mail had the highest response rates, order value and spend per  

individual. Although direct mail can achieve more sales than email, and email 

can result in a better ROI, combining these methods could reap the greatest 

overall sales performance than either alone.

We’re not advocating people stop using email, or other forms of digital 

marketing, it’s more that there’s a role for all of it.“

“
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Contact your representative to find out how we can help 

you launch a successful direct mail campaign.

NEED SOME GUIDANCE?

If you’d like to find out more about how you can include direct mail within your 

marketing mix, PrintTeam is here to help.

We are experienced in managing the production and distribution of direct mail 

campaigns on behalf of our clients. This can include variable text to provide an 

even more personalised message for your customers. Meanwhile, our established 

relationships with third parties including Royal Mail give us the capability to offer 

a reliable, cost-effective direct mail solution.


